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1. Introduction
The Karlsruhe evaluated nuclear data file KEDAK is a magnetic tape file
consisting of one or more tapes. It contains evaluated microscopic neutron
cross sections and other nuclear data of reactor materials. In this report
the external KEDAK file in "card-image" format is described.
2. Logical structure of the nuclear data file
2.1. Basic ideas
2.1.1. A word means
a) an integer number with a maximum of 7 digits,
b) a floating point number of the form ~ X-10Y, where X is a mantissa
with 8 digits with 0.1 • X< 1.0 and Y the exponent of the base 10
with -50 ~ Y ~ 49.
2.1.2. A field means a number of one or more words, which are considered as
logically correlated,
2.1.). A data set consists of three fields,
a) the name field with NN words, i.e. material names, data type names,
possible, further names, e.g. the energy of an excited nuclear leve~
b) the argument field with NA word~
c) the value field with NW words containing the functional values
belonging to the arguments.
For microscopic neutron cross sections e.g. the name field contains
material and data type names, the argument field aneutron incident
energy, the value field the particular cross section belonging to this
energy.
2.1.4. A subgroup means the number of all data sets with equal material,
data and possible further names.
2.1.5. A group means the number of all data sets with equal material anddata
names.






3. Formal contents of the data fields
3.1. Contents of the name field
3.1.1. Material name
Each material is characterized by a fixed point number of the structure
where
atomic number ,
atomic weight (mass number) as integer numb~r,
one digit compound reference number for characterisation
of a chemical compound.
If a material is a natural element, then A1A2A3 is set equal to 000. The
compound reference number X is p for elements and isotopes and I 0, when
compounds of the material concerned with other materials have to be
treated separately. Table 1 contains the names of the materials contained
in the nuclear data file lCEDAK.
3.1.2. Data type name
Each data type 15 cb~racterized by a fixed point number of the struc~e
where
K data class ,
G1G2G3 = data group,
S = coordinate system.
The class reference numbers correspond to those of the ENDF/B format,
the group reterence numbers , in the case of equal data types , are taken
from the ENDF/B format; in the case of different data types they are
chosen in accordance with the ENDF/B-rules for the assignment of group








cross sections and other nuclear data
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4 secondary angular distributions
5 secondary energy distributions
S coordinate system
0 for the classes 1,2,3 and5
1 laboratory system } in class 4
2 center-of-mass system
For all data types foreseen on the nuclear data file (KEDAK) the
reference numbers are specified in table 11.
3.1.3. Further names
If for the full characterisation of a data type energy or other
specifications are necessary these are contained in the further names
as floating point numbers.
3.2. Contents of the argument field
The argument field contains the arguments for the description of the
values of the respective nuclear data type as floating point numbers.
3.3. Contents of the functional value field-
The functional value field contains the values belonging to the respective
arguments as floating point numbers.
3.4. Units of the data
All energies and data wi th the uni t of an energy contained in the nuclear
data file are stored in eV, all cross sections in barn, all differential
cross sections in barn/sterad. Further dimensions when needed are given
in table Ir.
4. Structure of the information on tape
4.1. Records
The Karlsruhe nuclear data file KEDAK in 'bard-image ll format contains
information in records of 80 characters.
4.2. Subdivision of the records




the id€ntification part, i.e. the columns 73 - 80, contains an identi-
fication.
4.2.1. Structure of the information part
The information part contains a maximum of 6 words with respectively
max. 12 characters. The representation of the words corresponds to the
F0RTRAN-field descriptors I 12 resp. E 12.6.
4.2.2. Structure of the identification part
The identification part contains in the columns
73 - 74 the position at which the material appears in the description
of the material contents
or
o in the description of the material contents
75 - 76 the position at which the data type appearsin the material
dependent description of the data type contents
or
o in the description of the data type contents
77 - 80 the current adress of the record in the subgroup
or
o in a name record.
4.3. Contents of the records
4.3.1. Description of material contents
The description of the material contents contains in the
1. record tape number
date
number of the material~ on the tape
material names
4.3.2. Description of data type contents






number of data types
data type names
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4.3.3. Records for one group
4.3.3.1. Name reeords
For eaeh data type and eaeh material the name reeords eontain
material name
data type name
number of further names
number of arguments
number of functional values
in the ease of further names:
number of eombinations of the further names
otherwise
o
4.3.3.2. Reeords with further names
If there are further names, the combination of the further names for
the respeetive subgroup is eontained in one record.
4.3.3.3. Reeord:>with number of data sets
On this-reeord the number of data sets of the respeetive subgroup
is given.
4.3.3.4. Data reeords
The data reeords eontain arguments and funetional values of the
data sets. If several data sets fit into one reeord, arguments and
funetional values are repeated as long as they fit completely into
one record, otherwise, if one data set needs eontinuation ree.ords,
each data set begins with a new record.
Be ND the.number of arguments and funetional values per data set.
Then the following numbers of data sets per record resul~:
ND = 2 3 data sets per reeord
ND= 3 2 data sets per record
4 ~ ND ~ 6 1 data set per record
6 " ND 4: 12 2 records per data set
12~ND~18 3 records per data set
The data sets are ordered according to in~reasing arguments.
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4.4. Order of the information on tape
The order of the information on tape is governed by the following scheme:
Description of the materia~ contents
for each material in the order of its appearance in the description of
the material contents
description of the data type contents
for each data type of the material
name record
in the case of further names
for each subgroup arecord with the further names
record with the number of data sets
data records of the subgroups
otherwise
record with the number Qf data sets
data records of the group
4.5. Subdivision of the file into several tapes
When more than one tape is needed for storing the file, each tape
contains complete information for one or more materials with the
pertinent description of the material contents.
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Table 1
Names cf the materials contained in KEDAK
Material Material name Material name oninternal KEDAK
H 0010001 Hbbb1
H bound in H2 0011001 HbbH1












































Table 11: Names of the data ~rpes foreseen on KEDAK
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Name of data Name as Niame of data Furthertype in t~rpe on in- Arguments
ENDF/E*? namesK G S tE~rnal KEDAK
---









1. Atomic weight (A)
2. Atomic number (z)
3. Nuclear spin of ground state (I)
1. k y'E;.,1i/v'2iii? ,AA+1_reduced neutron
n . _ 1/2 1/2
wave length L eV b _7
- 1/272. R = nuclear radius Lb _
3. Elf' bin<Ung energy of the last


















whereV = ~ V.E = average total
. 1
1=0
number of fission neutrons
Parameters of the Cranberg
fission spectrum
2 152 0 n RES 1. Resonance energy 1. gJ = (2J+1)/(2(2I+1»
2. Neutron orbital 2. total half widthr

















4. oapture half widthr-y
5. fission half wldthff
6. (n#P)-half width rp
7. (n,a)-half widthr
a
8. (n,n')-half width r,
n
2 153 0 n ST 1.1
2.J
1. average capture width~
2. average level spacing D
3. average reduoed neutron width









5. number of exit channels in fissionVf
6. number of exit channels in neutron elastic
scattering(~ )
n
1. average observed level spacing
2. a 2} parameters of the statistical
3. 2 (1 theory
1. neutron 1. number of exit channels in fission.J f
incident energy
2. average fission width rf for the number2. 1
of exit channels ~f
3. J 3. average capture width~




















neutron incident energy total cross section
cross section for the (n,n'p)-process
"
"






































elastic scattering cross section
non-elastic cross section
total inelasticcross section
inelastic cross seotion for excitation
of~stnucleus level E.
1
cross section for the (n,2n)-process



















































































































average number of fission neutrons per
neutron absorption
ratio of eapture to fission cross seetion
average eosine of the elastio soattering
angle in the laboratory system
cosQL = IiL
average number of fission neutrons
average number of prompt fission neutrons
neutron outgoing energy energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons
(thermal fission)






















































differential elastio seattering cross seotion
at the neutron inoident energy E in the
olaboratory system
differential elastic scattering cross section
at the neutron incident energyE in the
o
oenter-of-mass system
differential inelastie scattering cross
seetion at the neutron ineident energy E



















































differential inelastic scattering cross
section at the neutron incident energy E
o
in the center-of-mass system
differential inelastic scattering cross
section for excitation of the rest nucleus
level E. at the neutron incident energy E
1 0
in the laboratory system
differential inelastic cross section for
exeltation of the rest nucleus level Ei
at the neutron incident energy E in the
o
center-of-mass system
differential cross section for elastic and
inelastic scattering at the neutron incident




and E2 in the laboratory system
differential cross section for elastic and
inelastic scattering at the neutron incident
energy E
o
to neutron outgoing energies between
E
o





















coefficient f L in the Legrende-polynomial




on (Q )--rAr r.:o (2Ir!-1) f L(E) PL (oosQ)



















coefficent f L in the Legrende-polynomial
expansion of the differential elastic
scattering oross section
a Iman(Q)-4~ r.:o (2Ir!-1) fL(E) PL (cosQ)
in the center-of-mass system
coefficient f L in the Legrende·.polynomial




~ (2Ir!-1) fi (E) PL (oosQ)ko





















coefficient fL' in the Legrende-polynomial
expansion of the differential inelastic
scattering cross section
(1h,(9) On' Im-- E
4'tr L::o
,(2Lt1) f L (E) PL (cos9)





,in the center~of-mass system
coefficient f~ in the Legrende-polynomial
expansion of the differential inelastic




. n0;- (9) =-w;rn
Im
E
L =0 (2Lt1) f~ (E) PL (cos9)






in the laboratory system
coefficient fi in the Legrende-polynomial
expansion of the differential inelastic cross
section for excitation of the rest nucleus
level E.
1
E. 0, Im i
On; (9) = 411' r:o (2Lt1) f L (E) PL (cos9)












names Arguments Functional values





coefficient f~2 in the Legrende-polynomial
expansion of the differential cross section
for elastic and inelastic scattering at Lhe
neutron inoident energy E to neutron out-
o
going energies between E and E2. 0
section for elastic and inelastic scattering






t (2L+1) f L (E)PL(cosG)L:o
in the laboratory system
02
coeffioient f L in the Legrende-poly-
nomial expansion of the differential cross





002 02n+n l (9) = 0 n+n'~
Lm 02
t (2L+1) f L (E)PL(coS9)ko




















energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons




















energy spectrum of delayed fission neutrons
at the neutron incident energy E
o
energy spectrum of inelastically soattered
neutrons at the neutron incident energy E
o
1.) 2.) energy spectrum of the two neutrons
emitted in the (n,2n) process at the
neutron incident energy E
o
J( K always corresponds to the ENDF/B format. If also NG corresponds to the ENDF/B format, then the second column contains
ltyesll, otherwise lIno li.
E
o
for this and all pertinent further data types in the laboratory system. This is also true for E2 .
~
~
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